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OLD ENGLISH AND FRENCH ORNAMENT:

FOR THE INTERIOR EMBELLISHMENT OF HOUSES.

FOR CARVERS AND DECORATORS;

WITH DESIGNS FOR DOORS, WINDOWS, FIRE-PLACES AND CHIMNEY CLASSES,

ORNAMENTAL FURNITURE, &c., &c.

BY CHIPPENDALE, JOHNSON, D'ANGO JONES, LOCK,

AND OTHERS.

220 DESIGNS IN 100 ENGRAVINGS.

LONDON: JOHN WEALE.

1846.

PRICE TWENTY-FIVE SHILLINGS IN HALF-MOROCCO.
CHIPPENDALE

Ornaments

AND

INTERIOR DECORATIONS,
in the Old French Style,

(50 PLATES)

consisting of

Hall, Glap & Picture Frames,
Chimney Pieces, Stands for China,
Clock and Watch Cases,
Girandoles, Brackets, Grates,
Lanterns, Ornamental Furniture,
and various Ornaments

for Carvers, Modellers,

&c. &c. &c.

Price £ 1. 1. 0.

and

SOLD BY JOHN WEALE.
Library of Architecture & Science.
No. 59, High Holborn.

LONDON.

1834.
A Book of Ornaments
Drawn & Engraved by M. Lock.
Principally adapted for Carvers, but generally useful for various Decorations in the Present Taste.

London.
Published by John Weale, No. 59 High Holborn, 1834.
M. Lock mort.
A Book of ORNAMENTS

Thos Johnson, CARVER

Published by JOHN WEALE,
N. 59 High Holborn,
LONDON. 1834.
Different Designs of Doors that are characteristic of the Doric Order.
Carvings at Large for Chimney Pieces, or may be used for Door or Windows.
4 Architectures for Doors or Windows.